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VLUV VLIP wide cord sitting ball, nougat, 60-65cm  
 

Back to the roaring seventies! The new
BOL VLIP wide corduroy range reflects
this lifestyle and is perfect for the hip
home. The funky VLUV VLIP seat ball with
a fluffy broadcord upholstery fabric cover.
VLIP is fluffy, cozy and warm. There are 5
great mixed colors to choose from.

 CHF 107.10  
      

      

fixFORM
Sits more upright than a PVC ball thanks to the firm cover

gripME
Design-patented handle for easy and safe transportation

duoTHREAD
Double seam for durable use and longevity

unROLL
Integrated bottom ring prevents the ball from rolling away too easily

extraSAFETY
2-fold ball cover - hardly any stretching and extremely burst-proof

lightWEIGHT
Easy to transport seating furniture 

Ball diameter approx. 60-65cm
Ideal for standard desk workstations (all body sizes)
Cover made of cozy yet durable furniture polyester fabric
double fell seam = burst-proof and secure
Robust and dimensionally stable
can hardly roll away thanks to the sewn-in base ring
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clever handle for transporting with one hand
Inner ball made of phthalate-free, burst-proof PVC
YKK quality zipper with concealed slider
suitable for up to approx. 150 kg body weight
Cover removable and washable at 30°
Abrasion resistance: over 25,000 (Martindale)
Fabric weight: approx. 415g/m2
protected, German design
incl. ball cover, inner ball, double-action hand pump, 2 closures, valve lifter, 2x pump adapter,
straw, instruction manual, 100% cotton carrying bag with zipper
The set is delivered un-inflated and can be inflated with the enclosed hand pump or any standard
car, inflatable boat or bicycle pump.
Certified as an "Ergonomic Product" by the IGR e.V. (Interest Group of Back School Teachers)
Finish: nougat
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